
 

Announcement and Bulletin Examples 

Suggested Text for Announcement during Mass 

Hi, I am (name), (position) of (CWOC or name of other chapel group).  

Today, we celebrate MCCW/CWOC Sunday, honoring the contributions Catholic women have made to our chapel 

communities around the world.  

The Military Council of Catholic Women was founded in Germany in 1955 by Catholic military spouses looking for 

a way to better serve their communities. The work of these women is continued today by hundreds of Catholic 

women around the globe, including many women here in our chapel. (have CWOC members stand) 

Through conferences, training programs, resources and prayer, MCCW plays a significant role in strengthening 

chapel-based ministries. Here at (name of your chapel) MCCW and CWOC have (list programs or activities 

provided by or supported by your chapel group.) Your generous gifts during today’s designated offering will allow 

MCCW to continue its work, developing leadership and spirituality in the women of our military chapels.  

To learn more about MCCW or (name of your chapel group) please see us after mass (location). 

Thank you! 

Suggested Text for Bulletin Announcement Before Designated Offering/MCCW & CWOC Weekend 

On Sunday, (date) we will celebrate MCCW/CWOC Weekend, honoring the contributions of Catholic women in our 

chapel communities around the world.  

The Military Council of Catholic Women (MCCW) was founded in 1955 by Catholic military spouses looking for a 

way to better serve their communities. Today, through conferences, training programs, resources and prayer, 

MCCW plays a significant role in strengthening chapel-based ministries worldwide. MCCW’s mission is reflected 

in our chapel through the activities of (name of your chapel group.) A special designated offering during 

MCCW/CWOC Weekend will allow you to generously support the important work being done locally and 

worldwide. 

In celebration, (name of your chapel group) invites you to (information about your MCCW/CWOC weekend 

activities.)  

 Suggested Text for Bulletin Announcement After Designated Offering/MCCW & CWOC Weekend 

The Military Council of Catholic Women- Worldwide and (name of your chapel group) thank you for your generous 

support during MCCW/CWOC Weekend. Your designated offering contributions will allow us to continue 

developing leadership and spirituality in the women of our military chapels.  

 

 

 

 


